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The inclusion of foreign language* In the curriculum
of America's secondary schools h*e become a aatter of con-
siderable conoern in recent yp*rs. fn.n concern has resulted
in efforts to orovide and develop challenging foreign lan-
guage programs.
Foreign languages have always been included in the
United States public school curriculum. However, the statue
accorded to foreign languages by both teachers and pupils
has been varied. In the early v^i-od. of education in the
United State* foreign lanpuapes held a position of first
r«nk importance in the schools. In contrast, during the
period from World V*9 I to the early part of World War II
foreign languages were atteng the lowest ranked subjects in
the school curriculum.^
During World War II a plea was oade by educators,
governmental and military personnel for the improvement of
foreign language teaching. With the Russian epaoe triumph
of Sputnik I the subject of foreign languages in America's
public schools was forcibly brought to the attention of the
general public.
Gilbert C. fCettelkamp, KM0d*9H Foreign Language ftatifc
tftg! from Where to Hhere," National Association of Secondary-
School i-'rlnqioala Bulletin . 45:97-104, Beptesber, 1961.
Within recent year a • considerable amount of diacue-
sion has been devoted to the teachlm:- of foreign l^npuagea
in the public Junior n.i senior hiffh achoola of America. It
was with this view in mind that attention in thia etudy waa
centered upon the teaching of foreign languages in gr<idea
aeven through twelve in America 1 a public achoola.
it tement of the Problem
The purpose of thia study was (1) to tr- oe the dev-
elopment of foreign lallgttag* proersas; (2) to determine the
method of teaching used, and (3) to review selficted secondary
school foreign language pro^rn^a.
Importance of the Study
Much has been written on the importance of foreign
language! in the curriculum of America* a secondary achoola.
The most frecuent criticisms *re expressed of foreign lan-
guage programs (1) the scarcity of foreign language offerings,
and (2) the poor method* used in teaching the oouraea offered.
J mo8 Conant has called for the inclusion of foreign
langui ga coursea in all American secondary aohools. He
"-Gilbert C. Bttttlktflp, «rn Foreign Lasgttaga
I ng I Fro** tttar* to 'here , " N- tion^ AcgoGi-vt^on of Seq»
o.ndary-Sohool Principals bulletin . 45:101, September, 1SG1.
ostressed the importance of lengthening the time allotted to
trie study sad of the necessity of offering high level courses
when he stated, *?he sohool board should be ready to offer a
third an3 fourth year of *» foreign language no matter hew
Sfew stujenta enroll."'
0. . )tone cited a survey trdcen in New York State
concerning the favorite subjects of student leaders in high
school end revecled th^t "foreign language ranked at the
octtom of all ac&demio subjects, referred by only 5 per
4
cent of fchi boys tftd 13 per cent of the girls.
*
Rot all educators were prone to criticise. Hayward
tCenictcn c j led for tne reorientation of the course material
in the field of foreign languages when he stated!
U-nguages stu^y in the past has been oriented almost
exclusively towurd literature. It muat reorient itfeelf
ton I the total culture of tae people, wnich would of
oourse include literature.. .The first step is to sbolish
the lan&nago requirement end put language tec.criers on
their mettle to make language so exciting in under c tank-
ing the culture of s oeople that we may net oe able to
Withstand the demand.
Marjorie C. Johnston pointed out the need for action
albert C. KattallLMp, "Modern Foreign Language Teach-
ing t From 'in&r& to Vhsr
e
9
1 National. Asaooi' tlon of Secondary'
Bohojg^ -r?.ncir-ls Bulletin . 45 : ESI ," September , 1961.""
4
'*G. ». Ctone, "Foreign Language Teaching in the United
States today,* ;?lspanla r 40:?44, "e^- deer, 195?.
"Hooking Elton, Thli Era cf rrancition—Iti Problems
and its Challenges/
|BaggajUj . 47s 101, :lurch, 1964.
In two specific ::rc?.fl.
The ftttttrt of foreign langu it in tha hlfjfe lohool i3
an old cueoticn, but prcc-ni OODditio&fl render It hi; :.ly
1'ivertiv^ t. dyn-jnic, fresh. Bud Maningfttl brewer
be x'cund NOV, Here art two things thai mutt be done.
(1) r>. Talttatloa of our foreign laAgua
re they meeting tbt neodc oi* of our children*
(
f
) A public rei -..-tione ,Job on the significance of
foreign language study
.
\ ne necessity for the inclusion of foreign languages
g
in the curriculum was well stated by Cri l-r-nzen:
Let us present the reasons for including the study c.
one or mors fornif^n laitijuagfjf in the American secondary
school.. .Isolationist is AH inheritance frca* the tine
whon two oceans protected us from our potential enemies.
Too many people cannot brin^ tnemselvet to t.;e re^iiaa-
ticn that A2jj b -rriera. . .have been broken down. ?.*o
longer can wo live unto ourselves, tpert froa tbi rest
of the world. . .?!ach \ of the world needa to know
what is going on in the rust of the world. Iff ape. k
of iron and bamboo curtains. Whnt -bout curtains of
ignorance and pr«jttdlG«1 l^ov/ can lit comprehend uhat
another man is proposing if we cannot interpret the
ls&gUAgt in which ae alothot his thought*?
Anotinr reason foreign languages ware included in the
curriculum was that many students, when studying a foreign
language, had a vocational objective in mind. For soma of
these students the vocational objective fchi teaching
profeesion. For others tne objective was tha business
field. I knowledge of foreign ltngaagf was f« to be
J
:!':rjorie 0. Johnston, "Let's Think obout 1 and Act
on," .-aapa^ia . SStlft, February, 1052.
Ctrl C-. F. Fr^nir.an, "Torsign T,».i p. in tha Curricu-
lum, rt Bulletin of the School of education Indiana University .
34:7, January, 1958.
desirable in many business jobs. Clerks, stenographers, and
translators, airline stewardesses, sooi^l workers, Journa-
lists and librarians needed a knowledge of a foreign language.
In addition to the practical reasons for the inclusion
of foreign languages in the curriculum, Ned Davison stated
th t they represent only one part of the total possible con-
tributions of foreign languages to education.
We have ©11 been made acutely aware of the practical
importance of learning foreign lengua&o. liecuESlons
have concentrated upon the immediate advantages in terms
of vocational flexibility, national necessity, and
tourist convenience. These values are certainly impor-
tant to every student and citizen.. .The significance of
our language study does not en I here. Once we have
experienced first hand, so to speak, the foreign culture,
even if our contact has been restricted to a study of
the Xanguagi only, we have freed ourselves to some ex-
tent from the intellectual blinders of our native culture
and have found I new perspective from which to re-examine
our own heritage.. .In so doing, the real significance of
our tradition becomes clarified by the new objectivity
that we have achieved, and the nature of our society
acquires new brilliance and meaning. This pursuit of
self-Knowledge, of coming to understand ourselves and
others better, needs no further Justification.
Or, as Willis K. Jones so aptly stated, language is neces-
sary only for understanding human beings.'*9
%ed Davison, "What Foreign Language Method is 8est
for Secondary School?," alspanla . 45:?74-5, Kay, 1962.
Btfillit K. Jones, "Making •Katives 1 of Cur Language
Students,*4 Hlspania . 38: £99, September, 1955.
Definition of Torino
Gramaar Method : The method of teaching a foreign
language which stresses p-raaraar, reading, and literal trans-
l?ition. It is also referred to in this study as the old
metnod.
Audio-1 Initial Method : The method of teaching a
foreign language which stresses conversation, listening
comprehension, and knowledge of the specific culture of
the country whoso 1 a is beinp- t'»ufht. It is also re-
ferred to in this study as the itxral-oral method, the new
method, ~;nd the direct method.
Ancient Porelfffi Languages ; Latin and Ancient Creek.
.
'.oiern Foreign hsMMESSL' *^G aost cor«aonly taught
are French, 3j?anion, Mad Oerann. In addition Italian,
JUtfftl • n, :!ebre:v, Japanese, Portuguese, Polish, Swedish,
Horwe$ i-m, Arabic, Chinees, Czech, and Hawaiian are con-
sidersd as sjodern foreign languages.
Forqlrr, L^nRUs.,pree ; '.lien used in this study the term
refers to any langfUg«t being taught other than English,
thus including both ancient and modern foreign langttagO.
Secondary School i Throughout this study the tera
secondary school will aean grades seven through twelve.
Procedures Employed In the Study
The procedure employed in making this study consisted
of an intennlve investigation of the pertinent literature
contained in the Kansas State University library. A review
of this literature revealed thnt a large number of articles
treating foreign language programs in the public schools
have been written. With few exceptions, the available
articles selected for mrlyeis were recent publications
datinr between the yvcra 1955 to 1965.
The pertinent literature was organized aocordin to
the specific echool prop-rams reviewed, with enphaaia being-
fiven to the development and methods of these programs
•
8YKLOPHtW OF IN
SECONDARY SCHOOL Ft: , UAGI PROGRAMS
A sound foreign lanru? k|re PTOgr— designed to meet the
needs of secondary ochool students c-nnot rililn static.
Through the years school poraonnel have m*»do ntUMl'OUt cur-
ricular chr-.nres.
Whan the Itassachusetts H&y colonists established their
first eeccn iary eohool they called it the I^itln Grammar
Bohool.^ It MM established for the prospective clergyman
who had naed of Latin m his profession. But, as not every
I oy who went to the grammar school expected to become a
alerpynnn, some Justification had to be Bade for him to
study the olaseioal languages. Thus, what was called the
theory of ferael or aentai discipline was developed to meet
this need. The ftdVOOAfet of this theory believed th^.t
the study of Latin and Oreek, I . it so as to Hake these
subjects difficult and unpleasant, automatically endowed
the student with a vastly improved memory and an increased
power to reason in all other fields.
Another factor accounted for the continued prominence
of the classical languages in the secondary school. Harvard
10H. K. Bent and H. H. Kroncnbere, Principles of
Secondary Educ tion (Hew York: McGraw Hill, 1961).
"• A. Heras, A faBftfMflI| Teacher* s Guide (New York:
Hnroer and. Rov, Incorporated, 1962/, I.
9College and ita successors built their entrance requirements
directly upon the study of these same subject a.12 Latin
and Greek were thua £iven a statue which they held for alaott
three centuriea. ?rime evidence of the hold that these aub-
Jecta had upon eighteenth century educational theory waa
Fr&nklin'e desire to aet up an academy that emphasized
Engliah an A excluded the ancient languages. He was unauc-
cessful in his efforts because those to whoa he appealed
for financial support refused to give him auch aid unless?
13he included the ancient languages in his school. Later
academies did introduce an innovation in the foreign lan-
guage area by perraittlnp German, French, and Sp&niah to
be introduced. 3-4
In the continental achoola of the alxteenth and eev-
enteenth centuries, Ciceronian Latin had been taught aa &
apoken language beo j*uae it served aa the univeraal meana of
communication in the Western World. This same praotioe waa
followed in the grammar schools of this country during their
first century of existence. The aaoendancy of French aa
*%, K. Bent and H. K. Kronenberg, Principles of
Secondary Sduontion (New York: MoCraw Kill, 1961), I.
13Carl G. F. Fmnzen, "Foreign Language in the Cur~
rlculua," bulletin of the School of "due ation Indiana
University
, 34:7, January , 1958
.
14E. A. Merae, A Langu^re Teacher 1 e ft.uid> (New York:
Harper and Row, Incorporated, 196'~ ) , I
.
10
the language of diplomacy end the inareasing difficulty
which the grammar school masters encountered in teaching
Latin «3 a spoken language were partially responsible for
the departure from the direct or oral method. Thus the
grammar-translation method was developed. Carl Franzen
offered the following description of the gremnar- translation
method:
A grammatical rule would be stated, followed by exam-
ples. Then onme a noun, adjective, or verb paradigm to
be memorized. Third wet a list of worls with English
meanings, words whose selection was usually based on
the grammatical principle. Fourth were discrete and
isolated sentences fashioned around the grammar and
the voo?.oulary. And last MM the composition, the same
kind of sentenoe, in English, to be turned back into the
foreign language.15
When the academies introduced modern foreign languages
into their courses of study, these languages had to compete
with the already established Latin and Greek. So the same
grammar-translation method of instruction was employed. °
Thus, for at least a century and a half, the textbooks for
the teaching of ancient ?nd modern foreign languages were
duplicates of each other in so far ne methodology was con-
cerned.
* Carl G. F. Franzen, "Foreign Language in the Cur-
riculum, tt Bulletin of ^he
.
School of Education Indiana
University
, 34:3, January, 1956.
*®8« A. Merae, £ Langu?\gm Teacher* s Guiae (Hew York:
Harper and How, Ineorocrr-ted, 106- ) , II.
11
Frtjnzsn iasCTibad tha adranosd cc reeo as fellows:
ftrst-jsa* courses of tha type described were followed
by reading material of continuous discourse plus the
ever-credent composition book, e vocs.bul.sry was found
in the back of the book. So many lines were assigned
dally. In olasa, translation of the reading raster! 1
was forever being interrupted by questions over grafts
siatio'ii constructions in the passags that was rtadT*'
For OOllSgS ftdnlSSlon tha qtu-Iy of Latin VftJ re uir?l
for four years, Cre«k for two or three, and a nodera foreign
language for two or three yaari. K&ny colleges demanded a
•cntinuatlon of all three for the A. B. degree. Wftw
this prolonged Study Of foreign languages I fairly high
degree of proficiency van expects 1. Yet meet of the students
who bad pursued these languages through high school and
college h • ileveel only i reading and composition facility.
AS a result, the.;!0 students OOttld not sneak or even under-
It ". ' fche converse t ton • ecta of lilt eodern foreign laO-
19
The Committee of Ten was the first {.roup organised on
a national basis to study the organisation and the ourricul p
17C?rl G. F. Fran sen, "foreign Language in the Curricu-
lum," bulletin of the School of fduo-tlon Indiana University
,
34:4, January, 195a.
. u. Bant and R< H. Xronenberg, Principle £ of 5eo-
idary "due at ion (tie* Yorx: MeOraw Hill, 1951)
.
3L
-.
.--,
aS. A. Meras, A Language Teaoner'a &uide (New York:
harper and How, Incorporated, 1068) , I.
prcblerae of the ceoondiry achool. This cocunittee .it tea?ted
to brinp so.-ae oruor out cf the chaos that waa prevalent by
proposing four curricula which would tsnd to at' Lite the
vor* oi* the aaoOBAaTT echool nnd. make it sort acceptable for
college entr-mce.
The classics! curriculum included Latin, Greek, and
a modern fortigR language; the ! -tin-scientific curriculum
A L.^tin nnd one modern foreign laoguaga; the aiodern cur-
rloolua had two sio&ern foreign language*] and the English
curriculum h?vi Lr.tin and one codern foreign language. In
the c <*c of all four curricula, the Inlwyiw re^uire^pnt was
two foreirn lantfuafjea. furthermore, the Comittee advocated
beginning the study of n foreign language in the seventh grade.
This raooaMandatioi) vug repeated by the classical investiga-
tion three decades Inter.
The report of the Committee of Ten waa furthered by
the Conn ittee on CoMere Sntranee Requirement* in the laj-
22
rtanee isalgned %e the plant of foreign lanpu*».*rea.
'
as both aoanitteei vera dominated by their college
ibepe, th« onrploolar offering? of the aeeendtivy achool
BQgarl g t p # fran^ea, "Foreign Language in the Cur-
riouluia, ** dull et in of the Schoo l of 5,d,uCEtlon India;
University ] 84 15 < January, TQ*fc.
?2IbicU
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were aimed towards college entrance requirements. The sec-
ondary school of this period was little more than a college
preparatory Institution. Thus, the foreign language re-
commendations were in accord with the objectives of the
secondary school as understood by the asabere of these com-
mittees*
In addition to specific recommendations by committees,
movements of a political, social, or economic nature repeat-
edly affected fortlgR language teaching in the present cen-
tury. They influenced not only program offerings and class
enrollments, but also the degree of emphasis which teachers
were to place upon the speaking, the understanding, the
reading, ne writing objectives in foreign language
l«*rzki&g.
In the decade prior to World War I, French and German
were included in the program of studies of a considerable
OK t
number of public high schools. ^ Fran sen stated, "Cterman
«nd French not only dominated the modern foreign language
program but appeared to be in a position where their stability
^. K. Bent and H. H. Kronenberg, Principles oX
Secondary Kducatlon (New York: Mcttraw Hill, 1961), I.
^Hooking Flton, "This Ira of Transition—Its Problems
and Its Challenges,* Hlspanla . 47:102, March, 1964.
wCarl G. P. Fransen, "Foreign Language in the Cur-
riculum, w Bulletin of the School of Kduo? tlon Indiana Inlv-
slty f 54:6, January, 1958,""
14
*Cft
was assured. '
The impact of World War X upon the zaodern foreign
language program was Is as marked In the a«£9 of trench th«n
1?
of German, fronoh, the language ftpokM oy u people assoc-
ioted with tho Allied cause, did not suffer particularly.
In contrast, German was the language of an enemy people and,
for this reason, eldest disappeared from school curriculum.
Franzen noted this reaction when he re^r'.'ued, "To it (German)
was attached a stigma tn t not only Srovv it out of ccho^ls,
tut also almost caused it to disappear from Qtnuyi speaking
communities as well." r'8
After tbm first World Iter modern foreign languages
began to make inroads upon the field of Latin. In orlier to
strengthen the o^uee of this subject, the American Classical
League, in 19?4, issued tne fen or 1 report of a four-year
no
investigation. '. JLs investigation dealt with a statistical
study of the status of the classics in secondary schools, an
analysis of the data thus revealed, urn the implications of
tnase data with respect to improved content and teaching
Carl a. F. Franzcn, "Foreign Language in the Cur-
riculum, ri Bulletin of the School of Ylucatlon Indiana Univ-
slty . 34;6, January, 1958.""
27Ibid.
" X'Old .
e9ibid.
15
methods.
t the time th-t this revert was published, enroll-
ments in aecondsry eohool Latin exoeeded those in all other
foreign languages combined.^ Conseouently, the adherents
of Latin were in a favorable position tc offer suggestions
to improve both content and method.
The effects of the study were felt in the textbooks
that were published end the courses tbftt were revised sub-
sequent to the publication of the report. However, the
emphasis still remained on the sTK-xiar-trnnslaticn method
of instruction.
Influenced by the Classical Investigation, the Com-
mittee on Modern foreign Lanjrua^e Study conducted, during
the ye**rs 19^4-7, an exhaustive inouiry into modern foreign
"51
language programs throughout the country. The aims of this
study were, "to find out how modern lnagwefffff are taught,
under what conditions, with what materials, towards what
ends, with vhftt success,** and to ascertain "what practical
changes in the prevailing situation njsy ae profitably made.* 3^
^^arl 0. F. Franzen, "Foreign Language in the Cur-
riculum, Bulletin of the 3onool of Education Indiana Univ-
slt,y
f 34:6, January, 1908.
^Carl 0. F. Franzen, "Foreign Languor e in the Cur-
riculum," Bullel in uf zn& School of Kduc^T.lon Indiana UnjLv-
slty
,
54:8, Jfan'uary, 195 c;
,
citing Algernon Coleman, The
v ooChin^; oiJ Ao-l&rn PurolKn Languages in the United B55JU
Tttow York: The Hacmillan Company, 19f9), p. ix.
^Ibld .
16
Neither of these studies were plena*; with what the
data revealed. The blame had tc be winced somewhere, 80
the teaoher was declared to h-:.vc inaJe^uat* preparntion.
The criticisms were, "Inability to read the language fluently,
stic^inr toe close to n literal tr-mslaticn of a passage,
inaccuracies in pronunciation, inaccuracies in accenting the
proper syllKble of s word, ini failure to interpret the
thought of a pssisgl
.
Nevertheless, by the tine the depression days of the
early 19308 arrived, foreign languspftg were still in exis-
tence in school programs. They were, however, rapidly losing
their position of importance.
In the • 30a the schools turned toward tfct social wel-
34fare nnd citizenship approach in education. As economic
pressures of those years inore-sed, schools began dropping
subjects frora the school curriculum Hurt did not tie in
directly with the social welfare and vocation al objectives
I were belnr esanhasizsd throughout the country. The
foreign Isttgttagt pPOgMI wmu often the first to be dropped.
Moreover, foreign languages could not continue to
OsjpI P. P. Franssn, "Foreign Language in the Cur-
riculum, Bulletin of the School of Pduo*tlon Indiana Unlv-
sity. 34:1", Jsjmsrjr, Rmt.
5
^l. K. Bent :*md S. H. Kronenber^. Principles o£
Secondary Education ( Jew York: KoOraw Hill, 1961 j, I.
1?
rely forever on college adaiesion requiroaonta for their
support. A four atap procedure waa followed to bring about
this change. First wae the aubstitution of & aodarr. foreign
I for the Greek requirement, -scon; M9M the roquetion
of the nuaber of secondary unite in foreign languages froa
four unite to three, and then to two units. The third wae
to eltal&ate one of the two languages, only ono being recuired.
the lust nter vaf to allow r, modern foreign language to
be substituted for Latin. 3B
World f :-.r II created acre dgVUlOpeentl in the rrea of
foreign lai e teaohing, Ycanr men found theaselves ata-
tioned in countries where other languages were spe)r,en. There
was a nee 3. for knowing not only Preach, SerMftfi, B I rmieh,
but C«th*»r lgftgUgjgeg 9.K MtUa
Mi a p*rt of the Aray 3?eciallied Training Pregr**,
intensive courses in scac forty- three foreign languages ware
organised for select rroups of enlictc.?. sen, 36 Zn reference
tc the effectiveness of tittle ppoj raft* Theodore Snebeiier
note:
i
The effectiveness of thie project was attributable to
a nuaber of basic faotora auoh as: very aaall olaaaea,
elnglenesi or si*, blgh activation, long periods of
/
&*Cerl f. f, Fr&nsefij "Foreign L I in the Cur-
riculum, H Bulletin of the School of "iuc^tlon Indiana Unlv-
lty
T
54:15, January, lStfe.
56Theodore Hu^bener, "Fifty Ye-rr of Foreign languages
in New York City," Hiepania
P
47:765, Deoeaber, 1964.
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intensive study, the employment of native speakers „-
(called informants), and the use of mechanical devices.
The rapid progress of the men in acruirlnp a practical mas-
tery of the spoken language greatly affected the foreign
langu?-:#e program in the secondary schools. Enrollments
began a steady climb. Fransen noted this impact when he
stated, "By the early 1950s modern foreign language teachers
sensed that their subject field was assuming a position of
importance in the public school learning program, a position
which it had not held for many years.
^
The data with regard to pupil enrollment in foreign
languages In the American secondary schools for the years
1946-47 are presented in Table X. Latin was most popular
from the time of the Latin Grammar School until World War II,
when Spanish surpassed it in the proportion of enrollees.
Twenty-two per cent of all pupils enrolled in grades
nine to twelve in 1949 were taking foreign languages. Thirty-
nine per cent of them were in first-year classes. The dis-
tribution of these classes is shown in Table II.
It must be noted that these figures could not be
taken at their face value. A half century ago, one student
37?heodore Huebener, "Fifty Years of Foreign Languages
in New York City," Hlspanla
,.
4?: 783, December, 1964.
^Carl 0. F. Franz^n, "Foreign Language in the Cur-
riculum," Bulletin £f the. School of ?:'auc-Uon Indiana Univ-
sity
r
34:11, January, 1958.
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would be enrolled in two, if not throe, different foreign
language courses at the same time. For example, in his
Junior year he Might be enrolled in thirdlyear Latin, second-
year Greek, and first-year French or German. In 1949, the
chmoea were that he was studying only one foreign language
at a time.
nevertheless, the data revealed by these figures was
Important. At the turn of the oentury half the students in
the public secondary schools were enrolled in Latin. En-
rollments in Spanish were not even noted until 1910. In a
half century the position of ancient and modern foreign lan-
guages was reversed.
Since 1954, which marked the peak enrollment figures
for Latin &nd French, the enrollments in these two languages
have steadily decreased, with a corresponding increase in
Spanish.
Table III presents the percentages of students study-
ing a foreign language from 1890 to 1964. As the enrollments
in the public secondary schools increased from the 10 per
cent of those of secondary school age to almost 80 per cent,
the enrollments in foreign language classes decreased from
approximately 80 per cent to around 20 per cent. 39
5 warl C. F. Fransen, "Foreign Language in the Cur-
riculum," bulletin of the School of Fducatlon Indiana only-
aity
p 54:12-15, January, 1958.
TABLE I
LAHOUAOE ENROLLMENTS IN RELATION TO THE PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL
ENROLLEES IN THE SCHOOL YEAR 1946-47. THE FIGURES ARE FOR
E ENTIRE UNITED STATES -vr THAT TIME
Spanish
Latin
French
German
Italian
Hebrew
Greek
Polish
Portuguese
Swedish
Norse
Bohemian
Russian
?1
TABLE II
DISTRIBUTION BY LAMGUAOB OF FIRST YEARS PUPILS ENROLLED
A FOREIGN L IS 1949. ThT FIGURES
ARE FOR THE ENTIRE UNITED STATES
fiO
15
10
Spanish
15
Latin
14
French
9.5
G erman
1.4
22
T/>BLE III
PERCENTAGE OF PUPILS ENROLLED IN FOREIGN LANGUAGE
FROM 1890 TO 1960. THE FIGURES ARE
FOR THE ENTIRE UNITED STATES
1890 1900 1910 19?.? 1934 1949 1964
23
Even though the gTMUiar translation method was adopted by the
modern foreign lanp-uapes in their competition with the
classics, there were teachers who saw the need for I conver-
sational knowledge of a language* ^n attempt to combine both
methods, the praramar-translation and the oral, was found in
40
Keetel^s ORAL METHOD WITH GERMAN, copyrighted in 1871.
Franzen described the material contained in this bcolt.
A typical lesson began with a problem of syntax
followed by the vocabulary. The oral exercise consisted
entirely of '-uestions in barman, based on the vocabulary,
the answers to which were always the affirmative state-
ment of the question. Successive questions did not nec-
essarily hive any relation to or connection with each
other. 4 ^-
In 1889, Rafael Cortina OAM out with his CORTINA
METHOD—SFAHISH 01 TWENTY LESSONS.48 In the preface he die-
cussed the impraoticality of the old methods.
It is a well-known fact that, by the old methods of
study, only a few students obtain any degree of fluency
in speaking a language that is foreign to them. It is
true th t many of tnem can, after a number of years spent
in study, conjugate, decline, analyze, and nerhaps trans-
late a sentence into English, but they are seldom able
to put an English sentence into an idiomatic foreign one.
Such learning, although laboriously acquired, is of little
practical value, end the tourist or commercial tr.vveler
finds himself in an awkward dilemma when forced to ask
-Carl 0. F. Franze*n, "Foreign Lanpuape in the Cur-
riculum," bulleti n of the School of Education Indiana Unlv-
elty
f 34:17, January, 1958.
41 Ibid.
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for even the everyday necessaries of life In a foreign
tongue. 3
He claimed th.< t his Cortinaphone, whioh used either disc or
cylinder records, was the original phonograph method of
instruction in modern foreign language.
The Cortina Method, together with the phonograph,
marks a great advance in language teaching, because
the ear and eye, as well as the organ of articulation,
jure thoroughly trained in the sound and pronunciation.4*
However, credit must also be given to World War II for what
some hare called a revolution in the teaching of foreign
languages.
As noted previously, the armed services found tnem-
selves faced with the problem of preparing their personnel
to go into allied and occupied territories and work closely
with the local inhabitants. It was necessary that these
groups possess a knowledge of colloquial usage. In order to
do the Job, language area centers were established at many
universities, with eaoh school specializing more or less in
a particular language area. It was necessary for the Army
^Carl G. F. Franze*n, "Foreign Language in the Cur-
riculum," Bulletin of the School of Education Indians Unlv-
sity
. 34: 17-18, January, 1958.
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Ibid .
^George Borglum, "Revolution In the Teaching of
Modern Foreign Languages, M School and Society . 79:16, Hay 1,
1954, cited by Carl G. F. Franz-eto, "Foreign Language in the
Curriculum, M Bulletin of the, School of Education Indiana
University
,
54: IS, January, 1958.
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Specialised Training Vrogmm to train, as rapidly as possible,
a select body of young men. In order to so do, they used the
most expeditious methods that could be devised by those co-
o? er^tinp in the program. Full time was devoted to a study
of the history and culture of the particular country and to
the development of a speaking ability. Astounding results
vers eehieved in a remarkably short time, from four to nine
months, in language uss#e facility.46
The language was taught as a living thing. It was
taught as people would naturally use it. The results of
such a procedure had their repercussions on the stereotyped
methods used in secondary schools and colleges, Everywhere
people, educators and laymen alike, began to criticize the
old methods end to ask what wse being done to meet the chal-
lenge of the shrinking world. This was the air age, not the
stage-coach era. The mental discipline miracle had no part
in this picture.
One could not obviously, completely void grammar nor
do away with a minimum of grammatical terminology. But the
emphasis was changed from grammar as an end in itself and
an intellectual discipline, to a function of expression.
The objective of foreign language teaching became the
46Carl G. F. Franzen, "Foreign LftH£ll8g« in the Cur-
riculum," Bulletin of the School of Education Indiana Univ.
lAJeZ, 34:13, January, lfffti
.
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coauiiiriic .tion of thoughts.
The movement towards the oral method waa supported
by popular interest, by the tests of the College Entrance
Board, by the studies of linguistic scholars, and by the
appearance of a variety of highly refined electrophonic
47devices.
Comprehension and speaking were set up as the alias
of foreign ImgBagi teaching. The theoretical basis, as
presented by ;7ranzen, .;as as follows:
Language is essentially sound, human utterance, not
printed symbols. In everyday life, it is the natural
and 8WKII form of communication. Hence, ttu Lo?:u«
should be the basis of a learning situation— a dialogue
Am up of Qveryltiy apeech spoken at normal .*. The
learner listens and comprehends; he imitates and is
prompted to repeat certain structures for prrotice. In
the beginning, the learning process is entirely audio-
lXagual. The study of the printed page oemeo Inter.
Grammar is learned largely throuch the repetition of
pattern drills.48
This new method was widely adopts:! throughout the
country. It received federal support through the National
defense Education Act, which allotted almost a billion !ol~
Isrs for • four-year program to promote the teaching of
47
Theodore Haebener, "Fifty Years of Foreign Languages
in New York City, H Hlspanla f 47:784, December, 1964.
^Carl 0. F. Franien, "Foreign Languape in the Cur-
riculum," bulletin of the School of Education Indiana Unlv-
sity
f 34:13, January, 195a.
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science, wth—>tiOt, and foreign lanpu*gea. This lot vas
laat extended in October, 1964. The extension allotted over
GOO aiillion icliare to the program and aade trie Act effective
until June, 1960. f>0
In thia nodern ap.rc.oh «o IBS direct osthod of teaoh-
ing a foreign language, phonograph records, tape rsoorlera,
and filar> took KhS place of tho informant in the -ruy Bp*0» .
leliftsd Training Progri at. rr&nzea described their u.iage in
this WSJ
:
be ilide, flimetrip, opaque and OOtlon-plOturt pro-
Jsotor provide the visual representation of things not
to be fotmd ir. the slaoevooa and thrc ^nioh net »nljr
Oan the direct nethod be iiapiOBORtOd a BOVOy before out
the other world San be brought draoatlsally into the
olassroosn It la significant that atucients trained in
soursea emphasizing oval skill rati extresely high in
their ability to road. It in, therefore, not a natter
of trading even with the roadi&g nethodlsts, bot
ft
|radlag
then two for one, reading akill plue or«3 skill •***
All of the ohangee described pointed to the fsot that
the modern foreign language teacher waa being looked upon
a a a key individual in public education. Ho longer waa he
"Grace 3. Wright, Suaaary of Offerings andl Snrollaente
in HijTi nchocl Sut;Jioc-tg ; 10CC -31. ^relluin^ry .u^ort . OS-24010
T^aOhl&gto&i rovernnent Printing Office, 1964) pp. 1-14.
^"IIDEA for Husaanitiee/ Ihg Scholaatio Teacher, 85:1,
October '1, 1964; and * Softool Lawa, 1964," The Soholaatlo
Teachar . 85-S-T, October 7, 1964.
**0 rl 0. r. Franzen, " Foreign Langmgo in the Cur-
riculum," Bulletin orf the School of 7'ducrtlon Indiana Univ-
sity . 34:19, January, Tr58.
balfl . -.rod to Joatlf) his position on the t#—hlBg »% fff
nor to J Ll USajfulJMMM to tha public • Intl , aft
m. raoogni g individual brain r mg
people to aoqpato successfully in the * linguistic ;a
of tho world ,52
MSUOfES SECONDARY SCHOOL FOREION LANGUAGE PROGRAMS
In 1948*40 the Dl 1 I I a Of EdU on
Burrayad the offerings and Gnrolliiento in the United flt.-te 1 •
public M*08d | . y schools. ?' .: o lem LaBguagf AGFO'Ji- -
tion soBdoot : « slollar surv-v 9 *5 ft* ;rtur.~
itlaa to study i foreign la:. . *•-" , i I li real ;ed
in W :' , t Jorlt,/ of sohools off r-
ei^m Xanguago Aid Ret <> bayor. ' . els:. ) 1 -7. : nly
in C .lifcrnia, Kane us, Massachusetts, Mew York t Washington,
and Vycuinft did *ttra thso ft :urt«r of the Sulcata go on
into the third-yes r course. In the following StatOfl 90 per
cent of the pupils stop-e£ at the fB4 of tha seccr. J r:
Arizona, Colorado, 'Delaware, Minnesota, Montana, Vortb Car-
olina, Ohio, Oklahoma, Sottth Carolina, Trnne^en, ysraont,
' p
frllbfirt C. Kettelkarap, M !oaorn Foreign Language
To aching;: From Where to here," National Association of
Secona«rv- gg -.ncl •'rjnc
r
lp
i
nl
r
a Bullatin . 45:104, 5?i-. t: ©Or, 1S61
550onald I). Walsh. "The :<LA Forslrn Lan IH |ra«t «
••-,ar.la
. 38:3X9*83, Saptaobar, 1255.
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Virginia, and West Virginia* And in Idaho, Hisslesippi,
North Dakota, and South Dakota, not one hi£h achcol offered
a third-year oourae in any foreign language.
In 1985 foreign language enrollmento were 21. 5 per
cent and modern foreign language 13.7 per oent of the total
54public high-school enrollments respectively.
A second survey by the U. 3. Office of Education was
made in 1960-61. The preliminary report, 55 revealed that
proportionate increases in enrollments in the fields of
mathematics, sciences, and foreign language were constant
with the emphasis given those subjects in recent years.
These increases were especially influenced as a result of
Public Law No. 864, the National Defense Education Act of
1958, fxnd its extension in 1953." In the foreign lan-
guage field there were several additions sirtoe 1343-49—
Arabic, Chinese, Czech, Hawaiian, and Japanese.
In 1960-61, the total enrollment in foreign languages
84r)onald D. Walsh, MThe MLA Foreign Language Program,"
Hlspanla,
r
38:319-£3, September, 1908,
'.'race S. Vrlght, Summary oft offerings, and Enroll-
ments in High School Subjects : 1960-61 I rreliminary report .
OS-r40lo ( v'Kahlngton : Government Printing Office, 1964)
pp, 1-14.
56
Ibid
,., p. 3.
6?
«8ohool Laws, 1964, H 2HS Scholastic Teacher . 86:6-T,
Oatober 7, 1964.
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was 2,422,483 students distributed as follows by specific
languages.
Spanish.
French .
Latin. .
German
.
Italian.
Russian.
Hebrew
.
Japanese
Portuguese
. 950
,
,275
. 775 ,927
. 674,,521
. 156,,426
. 17,,191
• 9,,712
3, 657
613
Polish. .
Swedish .
Norwegian
Greek . .
Arabic . .
Chinese .
Czech . .
Hawaiian.
271
201
174
115
53
41
36
15
499 58General Foreign Languages . 16,229
A review of the literature on foreign language pro-
grams throughout the United States, revealed that school
systems used a variety of approaches in implementing programs
A number of specific programs are presented and discussed in
some detail. It should be noted that the nationwide trends
of the past in the field of foreign languages were reflected
in developments of specific programs by the various schools.
TABLE IV
PERCENTAGE OF SCHOOLS OFFERING AT LEAST ONE
FOREIGN LANGUAGE, ARRANGED BY STATES
Less than 25 pjer cent 75 per cent
Arkansas
Iowa
Nebraska
Arizona
California
Delaware
100 per cent
Connecticut
Maine
New Jersey
58Grace 3. Wright, Summary of Offerings and Enroll-
ments in High School Subjects : 1960-61 . Preliminary Report .
0E-?4010 (Washington: Government Printing Office, 1964)
,
pp. 1-14.
1TABLE IV (continued)
North Dakota Maryland Rhode Island
Oklahoma Massachusetts
South Dakota Nevada
law Hampshire
New York
North Carolina
Yeraont
Virginia
New York City Schools
In 1964, nine foreign languages ware offered in the
eohools of Hew York City; 59 French, German, Hebrew, Italian,
Latin, Russian, Spanish, Norwegian (one school), and Chinese
(one school)
•
Fifty years ego there were only French, 'lertasn, Latin
and Spanish* The four were rather evenly divided as to en-
rollment, with German in the lead. Even in Jterch, 1917,
German enrolled £3,898, whereas Latin had 17,409, French
14,714, i nieh 13,36':. Italian, s newcomer, enrolled
105.m
1% &lfleant I I the total (69,486) in Ian*
gttaga exc: the high sehool enrollment of 6?,f37. The
high school vai essentially an aoa&ealSj oollege preparatory
institution and Qvzry student took at least one foreign lan-
guage. The city eolleges required three years of • firet
Theodore Kuebener, "Fifty Years of foreign Lan-
guages in New York City/ Hispanla . 47:781, December, 1964.
^IbjL^., PP. 781-85.
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lMirii't/e and two years of a second language fur oouiieoijn.
This re~uirera*nt was m«intf»in*H until October, 1919 • At
true tiaa trie language enrollments began to fall below the
total hii'h school population, 3y 1D4.3, language enrollment
mhb sli^ntiy ver half, 108,901 out of 191,480.
Latin continued to grow, reaching a high point of
£8,555 in ;iarch, 1929. Schools like 3oys High *;c:iool,
Morris, £rusmua, Wa&Ieigh, and Saetern District were ' oita-
81dels of the Claesico.'' Creek MVttlliN between 190-200
•ttt&ente until 19&6* Then it began to decline each /oar,
uncil, in 1956, it dropped out.
- emotional reaction accompanying the anbry of the
United ;3tatee into World Wat* I wae reflected in the language
choices of Mew York City. German enrollments dropped enarply,
Of th« original £3,000 students enrolled in tais language in
1917, only sixty, in De Witt Clinton High School were left. 6?*
French vae cuickly outstripped by Spanish. Between
1917 and 1919 Spanish enrollments almost doubled; by 19??.
they reached 33,000. French in that y$8r enrolled P3,500.
as soon as the war w^s over, the German enrollment
increased rapidly. By Oetober, 1921, It v«« at lt S66j in
^Theodore Ruebeaer, '•* ift.y feari of foreign Languages
in New York City, M Hiepania . 4?:?t>o, December, 1964.
6?xbia.
oo
1929 it was beyond 9,000. It reached lt£ ?o*di in ILirch,
,
..
•
> £$#600« In the aaM year, French reached ita
..I, . spot of 7; : ,773, while Spanish was only at 37,610.
Italian, despite the large Itala iaieriaan ;:oaulation
of the city, continued to grow slowly. In 19X8 there were
only Sixty-throe students enrolled at Oe Will Clinton. **
It was not until 1939 that the enrollment reached 10,000*
the reading els wae accepted in Uew l'oi\i, as elae-
m lere throughout the country, at tlus tiae. It mm estab-
lished aJ the sMjor objective la the "Syllabus of "liniaa
in Modern foreign Languages (.U»ol) prepared by a coiuittee
whose ehairaan eaa the Director of Foreign Languagee.
During World War II, the Array Specialised Training
>gr i, with its courses in dozens of strange tongues had
Ml attention to leee well-known languagee * l-ortuguesa
was introduce 1 in the Mew Tork System in 1944 in a vocational
high SOhool. The various faotera involved were not favorable,
fc&d after two ye^rs, it was dropped. Honfaglan was begun
in 1949 in Bay Ridge High School for entirely different
reasons. 65 ' no iber cT -roainent Beaftdi&aYla&e resident in
63Theodore Huebener, "Fifty Years of Foreign Languages
in New York City/* B^gatfAlb &tib&§ Deeeaber, l-?64.
^Ibi .
85
Ibid.
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the area petitioned the Board to have one of their languages
represented in the curriculum. Norwegian wae introduced
,
and given full status with the other languages. A teaoher
was licensed by the Board of Kxaminere, and examinations
approved by the Regents were set up.
In 193? Hebrew was added to the ourrioulum. For
many years there had been a strong Zionist movement, aiming
toward the organisation of a homeland for the Jewish people.
With the establishment of Israel in 1948, that aim was achiev-
ed. The language and culture of the new state quite naturally
assumed considerable importance in the city with largest Jew-
ish population in the world. A teaching license was set up,
and Regents examinations were prepared. Within a few years,
Hebrew, with an enrollment of over 5, OCX), was well established
in thirty high schools and in as many Junior high schools.
By 1948 the method for teaching a foreign language was
ch> nging, and this was duly noted in New York. In 1948, a
committee was organized under the chairmanship of Superinten-
dent Jacob Creenberg. It took full cognizance of the ohanged
conditions. In its report, "The Place and Function of Modern
Languages in the Public Schools w
,
the committee recommended
that the "immediate objective" should be the practical one
of coaaunication. 66
Theodore Huebener, ''Fifty Years of Foreign Languages
in New York City/ Hlapanla . 47:784, December, 1964.
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Progressive teachers were eager to put this objective
into practice and did so, although this new objective was
not officially recognized for another eight years.
In 1956, Curriculum Bulletin Ho. 7, "Modern Language*
68
and Latin, Grades 8-1?" edited by Renee J, Fulton, appeared.
This bulletin outlined the . • . materials and procedures to
be used in the teaching of French, German, Hebrew, Italian,
Lptin, ana Spanish.
This manual was great advance over the older syll-
abus. It not only planned for trie activities in six lan-
guages but also provided additional supporting materials*
These included vocabulary and idiom lists, a grammar supple-
ment, and an informational syllabus. !*ut the most signific-
ioant point of all was the four- fold aim advocated; hearing,
speaking, reading, and writing.
The audlo-linrual approach was tried out in 1958 in
twenty pilot Junior high schools. This number was increased
in succeeding years, until the new approach was adopted as
the official method of language teaching in senior as well
69
as junior high schools.
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' Theodore Huebener, "Fifty Years of Foreign Lan^utiges
in New York City," Hispanla . 47:764, December, 1964.
6a
Xbld.
5%millo L. Ouorra, "The Present Status of Foreign Lan-
guage Instruction in New York City Schools,** HU^ Points f
< :::5-7
f January, MM .
5o
The atudy of foreign language o in the Junior high
100I started either in grade oeven or in grade nine.
Mi Junior high aohool foreign language program provided
that a foreign language etart in the ninth year for Special
Progreea pupils in the tv.c year Special ProgTtM program
and for regular niiith year pupils who met academic Mi u«.-e-
mentt;,. the language g offered in the schools included French,
German, Hebrew, Italian, Russian (taught on an experimental
basis only), and Spanish. Children could select from the
langaafei in the >-.oove list. £choola formed cl^enes on the
basis of pupil selection where tne number of pupils eeicct-
ing a language was sufficient to form a class.
In September of 1969, an experiment in the teaching
of foreign languages in the junior high school was started
for designated academically apt pupils in grade seven. All
three year enriched Special Pregreei classes and certain
ether seventh ys&r classes which met the requirements were
programmed for foreign language in the seventh year. Lan-
guages offerad were the same as those listed for the ninth
year.
Those Junior high aohool pupils continued their for-
eign language study for three years through grade nine. They
were credited with two full unite of foreign language study
before they entered the senior hit rh school if they passed the
two-ye«r Regents examination in the foreign language.
37
The State authorities elftC introduced the audio-lingual
70
method, and a new syllabus in French was published. The
content of the Regents examination waa OfrsngSjfi arastioully;
translation, grammar, end composition were dropped and the
71
major emphasis waa given to audial and reading comprehension.
The City Syllabus was reworked by a syllabus revision
committee consisting of senior high chairmen and Junior high
coordinators. Under the direction of Dr. Emilio Ouerra and
the editorship of !)r. Maxim ftewmarfc, syllabi were prepared
for the different levels in seven languages.
The program offered in grades seven, eight, and nine
followed the general administrative plan in the first two
levels of the New York State Course of Study which was equi-
valent to the ninth and tenth years of foreign language
study in the senior high school. This program was in harmony
witn th plans being projected to establish a sequence to
provide for the teaching of foreign languages in grades
seven through twelve.7 *5
^Theodore Huebener, "Fifty Years of Foreign Languages
in Nev, York City,' Hisp
,
ania P 47 ;764, Leoe&ber, 1964
Wbia .
7
*%ailic L. Guerra, *th* - reaeist Status oi Foreign
Language Instruction in New York City Schools, " High Points .
44:55-7, January, X94 .
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The junior high echoela followed (* oours* of biudy
which included raethonology drawn from the Itat* bulletin
and oontent materials and etruoturoa fron "Koaern Languages
74
an4 Latin: trades 8-18 •" * The content outline for the
experiment ril ppogra* viae presented in 'Foreign Language in
the Junior Hiph School Experiment 3-5-5: French 7th Year*,
•Hebrew 7th Year", It*»ll»n 7th Year 1*, "Spanish 7th Year."78
Tho first puoils coajoletimT this axperiiaent entered
the senior hiffh schools in September, 198r. students who
I completed a three-year program in l?an^uu^es in the
Junior high achoo) s and paased the two-year Repent' s exam-
ination were plaO#4 in the third year of • foreign laAguaga
rofrrnfl In the eenior hifh school.
Senior hifdi achoola offered instruction in French,
German, Hebrew, Italian, Latin, Norwegian, and Spanish.
Russian was offered in several selected schools as part of
an officially approved experiment.
Students who wished to select one of the languages
not offered in a high school in the aone in which they re-
sided could attend aahool outside the zone. *a reported
by Dr. ^llio Guarra, the following foreign language urograms
74rv8toillQ t. 9oerrs, "T^e Pr??er>t Status of Foreipn
Language Instruction in Hew York City Schools," High -Pints
,
44 : 36 , Jan\uoty , 1062
.
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wer« offered ftt the senior hleh school level.
£ix Year Sequence
This sequence was for students admitted to the tenth
year of the senior high school frca Junior high school*
where they had studied » foreign language in the seventh,
eighth, and ninth years (receiving two units of credit) slid
who continue- to study Ihfl c&^e foreign language for three
.itional years in tiie senior high BOhOOX« Ito the last
cl these years & new course was soon to oc developed or an
meed a lacement Course was to oe provided.
Four Year Beouence
Tills sequence was (15 fcr students who began the
study of a foreign language in the ninth year of the Junior
high school ar.J vho continued to study the limgygs for
three additional years in the senior high school, or (£) for
students admitted to the ninth year of the senior high
school froa an eight~year elementary school (public or par-
ochial) who studied a foreign language for four years in
the senior hlf?h school.
tjami Ycu' Uecuenoe
Thin sequence wae (1) lor students who began the
* cUiilio L. Ouerra, "The Present i: tutus of ioriign
Language Instruction in New York City Schools, M Hl#h Points .
44 1$6-7, January, X948.
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study of foreign 1 gf in the ninth year of thl junior
high school and who continued to study the Uagf for two
;ition->l years in the senior high school, or (ft) for stu-
dents who b-gan the study of a foreijm language in the tenth
year of the senior high school and who continued to study
the l«nf'uige for three years.
Jm tea t! mm
This sequence was (I) fcr itudentf who began the study
of a foreign lnngnngf in the ninth yc ir of the Junior high
school and who continued to study tho language for one ad-
Itlonal year in eenior hi£h school, or (fi) for students
in the ninth, tenth, or eleventh year who elected to ctudy
& foreign language for two years in the eenior high school.
Advance t . 1 cedent Pro^ra-1
This program vni for selected twelfth re«r students
who were oapsble of pursuing foreign language course of
college level, students were encouraged to enroll in this
course only if they were planning to seek advanced placement
in college through the Advanced Placement Examination.
Although nine different foreign languages were of-
ficially taught in the New York City schools, the distribu-
tion was very uneven.*^ Spanish and French were predominate;
"sailio L. Guerre, "The Present Status of Foreign
Langu* ; I ruction in Ken fork City Bohool*, 1 High . pints .
44; 33, January, 196?.
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thay w*re the major Ian is. i tnrollaanti In I other
1 m i ea were very Eiaall In ooujp&iiaon. I _cn *nrolie~
over 90,000 or <:bout hall* the total languaf* enrollment.
French was oecond with 75,000, tai Italian third *ith 9,000.
Garttan enrolled over 4,000; Hebrew -n;i Latin Dad over 3f000j
Russian enrolled not <,uite 9C0; Norwegian and Chinese were
below fifty.
Theoretically the pupil could choose one of six Ian-
EU-jHres; acta lly he was ganarally limited to & choice of two.
Most ,1unior nigh schonle offered only i>eneh and Spanish.
Of 180 schools, eleven offered ono lang&ag** eighty seven
offered two, thirty offered three, and only two offered
four languacaa."
With 183,000 students tattj it oy a Staff of over 1?00
t6 Qhan m ffarlngi in nine laaguagas, New York tuintained
?9
the largaat laagoaga lapartraant in the country. Orar
forty language labaratorlas vara lnatallad. The Bnraaa of
,\udio-vicu .1 Instruction provided larga IHUfoar Of filiss
and tapes. In-service courtier were i iver. to train teachers
in the newer procedures*.
78Eailio L. Ouerra, "The Present BtatOi of Foreign
L&nguaj i Inatraotlon in Kew York City Baftaola*' Batfl i'-olnte .
44; 34, J «nu rry t 1968.
7%haodora Ruahanar, "Fifty Yesra of Foreign Langaafai
in Ran York Oity# * BaJBBiBai i ^tVt4, Daoaafear, 1&64.
41
However, as Huebener pointed out, there were certain
fundamental weaknesses in the program.® The artloulation
between the different divisions was not smooth. As stated
by Huebener, "The orux of the matter is that all aspects of
the foreign language program should be handled from one
81
central office, namely that of the director.*4
As of January, 1965, New York had an excellent op-
rtunity to make the necessary reforms and develop a depart-
ment of foreign language whioh would serve as a model for
the rest of the country.
Illinois Secondary Schools.
The foreign language program in Illinois was studied
ftp
in 1957 by the Foreign Language iltudy Croup. In the Illin-
ois survey, the Study Group followed three lines of investi-
gation: a review of previous studies, visits to representa-
tive schools, and the collection of data through oueetlonnaires.
The 8IE?miAL SURVEY OF EDUCATION for the years 1948-50
revealed th-^t at midoentury Illinois ranked nineteenth aaony
the forty-eight states and the District of Columbia in terms
of the percentage of secondary school students enrolled in
"^Theodore Huebener, "Fifty Years of Foreign Languages
in New York City," Hispania . 47:785, December, 1984.
81Ibld .
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"Foreign Language etching in Illinois," -eoort of
the Foreign L'-nruape -Study C-rou? (G/ ;rbondnle: Southern
Illinois University, 1957)
,
p. 11.
45
foreign languages. For the most commonly taught languages,
the individual rankings in Illinois were as follows: French
22 per cent, German 9.5 per cent, Latin 16.5 per cent, and
Spanish 12 per cent. The percentage of the total secondary
school population enrolled in these languages was 23.2 per
cent for all languages combined.
During the school year 1949-50, 450 schools with a
total enrollment of 136,121 pupils were offering instruction
in one or more foreign languages. At that time 63? teachers
in these schools were conducting one or more classes in foreign
languages. In 289 of these schools, one foreign language only
wes offered—Latin in 196, Spanish in sixty-nine, French in
twenty, and German in four.
The study surorted the following generalizations re-
garding the status of foreign language teaching in the high
schools of Illinois at midcentury
:
83
1. In 1950 more schools in Illinois, outside Cook
County, offered instruction in Latin than in
any other foreign language.
2. More than one-third of the foreign language
teachers, exclusive of those teaching only
foreign languages, were also teaching English.
3. Almost two-thirds of the teachers with foreign
language classes were teaching fewer sections
in language than in other subject areas.
4. More than one-third of the teachers giving
8^ M Foreign Language Teaching in Illinois," Reoort of
the Foreign Language Study Group (Carbondale: Southern
Illinois University, 195V), p. 11.
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Instruction in a foreign language had only one
class lr. the lftllftlAgO. In other one, IppPOS-
imntely one-fifth of their teaching tii.e was
devoted to teaching I language and four-fifths
to teaching otner subjects. Ap- roxlmately two-
thirds of the teachers giving instruction in
a foreign language were spending two-fifths
of their time teaching a language and tnree-
fifthe teaching other subjects.
To secure information concerning changes in the status
of the foreign languages between 1946 and 1954, the Study
'roup compared data for the school year 1948-49 with com-
parable data for 1955-54, he schools of Chicago were cmmlt-
ted from the comparison on the assumption that few of the
large city high schools would register significant chr.ngee
during this five-year period. The data showed a definite
decrease in foreign language offerings. Although thirty-two
fichcols added foreign l&nguage work to the curriculum between
194B and 1954, over twice as many (seventy-seven) dropped
it entirely. The schools discontinuing foreign language
instruction constituted 10 r>er cert cf all Illinole high
schools outside Chicago.
' t the request of the Study Croup, Mr. Robert K.
Ring, Assistant Superintendent of Public Instruction, seoured
data on enrollments in 194R and 1956 fron thirty-five high
school districts in various p^rts of Illinois outside of Chio-
84{go. In these dlrtrictfs only 14.3 DO* cent of the cecon lory
^"Foreign Language Teaching in Illinois,* Report of
orei»n Lnn,-u . - j rou^ -C Southern
nTinois University, ISS?y,"rr7"Ta.
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school population was enrolled in foreign langttagta during
the school year 194B-49 as OMp red with 16*11 pa* cent in
1&5G-57. von iore significant, however, was the marked
i
gain in foreign lannrusge enrollments compared with the in-
crease in the total secondary school population. 3etween
1948 and 1950 the enrollment in foreign language* increased
41 per cent, in the sum* period, the secondary school pop-
ulation in these districts increased only ES per cent.
i^ncfi a metropolitan center the size of Chicago was
not typical of the state r«s a whole, data for the secondary
schools of Chicago were summarized ser^rr.tely. Although
the modern foreign laflgttagai occupied a relatively stronger
position than did Latin in the secondary schools outside of
Chicago, Latin was still the most widely offered foreign
language. In comparison with the 109 schools vhioh taught
Latin, only 10? taught SD^niah, seventy taught French, and
thirty-four taught Herman, llae, thirty-four secondary
schools pave instruction in minority lanFuapes—Polish
(seventeen schools), Italian (seven schools), Creek (five
schools), Hebrew (three schools), and kltttaillan (two schools).
Two-thirds of these were hiph schools enrolling over 500
students.
ba foregoing data tended to su«~ort the foilowir.
generalizations
:
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1. Illinois ranked above the national avernge in
percentage of Moon I rv school fltttdtntt enrolled
in foreign Ian, y i classes.
. A sampling of thirty- five hU-h school districts
outside Chicago showed th?;t since 1948, en-
rollments in foreign lanfUagOf had increased
nearly twice as fast as the school popillation--
I r fin of 41 por cent in foreirn I ,n iagi en-
roXlaanta as oonp rod with a £8 :>er cent grin
in total school enrollments.
3, Although Spanish enrolled a higher oercentafre of
public secondary sohool students than any other
forein langaago, Latin was offered more widely
an! for acre years than Spanish, French, or
German
.
4* Two years was aa much foreign langttag* instruction
as was available in over three-fourths of the
state's oublic secondary schools.
6. Thn number of foreign langoagaa offered and the
number of years of instruction available in a
given Ian both incre -n d slrnif icantly
with the size of the secondary sohool. Few
h schools with enrollments of less than
BOO poplli had either l choice of languafiOl
or the Opportunity to study the lanruacre for
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two ye^ra.
6. DuriB B I ~o year 195r>-54, ovev one-fifth
of the eeeo&Aary >lf of IMXnoia offered
no foreign langmq I ill.
7. '
.,
tvo-t'Uran of trie teacher* giving
tTUOtion in a foreirn language bad fever
iaa in lanf i I n In other tubjeate.
rroeatage of these part-tlae t« •«
of foreign 1 i waa largeel in the
aju lie* aohoele*
•oa la paaulti of their atody, the foreign Language
Study Grotto .~^ie the following reooaeiendatio?^* -nd ovale*-
tione. 8R
The nuttber of foreign languages offarad an I the naav
b< p of years of lnetraotion available in « given language
both inore^.ifjd with the size of the eeoonAary eohool. hero-
fore, the Study group I aOOOMOmlefl the eoneoll tion of email
oohoola wherever praotlaal, fie this would contribute greatly
to gaking core *&enuate foreipn language eurrleula available
to the youth c r Illinois.
Conoerninr those iOhoela which offeral only tv»o yeara
of foreign language study
p
the Study Croup state 1 that "four
'""Foreign Language Teaching in Zlllnoie," Report of
the - irn l^v u • g \ y &y group (Garboadalei Southern
Xilinoie Unlvereity, 1967 J , p. 13.
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Gt::scetfirs in higl iq »e tolly In 4 • - ag
an ability to coanunio' 6e In eeccr. -
eonable degri ollit; . t ^ao schools tots:
ever three-fourth of I I ' I BOliO I0OO1 Q I -ola,
the evaluation led tc the reoe tlon that more I lvenced
Offerings be node available?. Thoee secondary schools of
Illinois vhloh offered no foreign languaj all— cvu- one-
fifth of them— the Study Group felt that the school woe lim-
iting the i Clonal ortunitlee of its etudenta. *Xts
earrlealua is an imp overisnej curriculum, not an enriched
one.'
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Sesttie, Washington, Junior High Schools
In the Junior nigh ecnools of Seattle, tfaehington,
tne study of Spanish started at the seventh ^rade level.
Proa the first day the entire atmosphere of the ciessroos
was M Spanish ae ^ossicle. Trie te&Qhere s o&e tne language,
using very little English. Salutations, names, and farewells
*©re taught. «^oiac Has uaJ spent in discussing the vocabulary
contributed by the siejabere of the clses froa ouch sources el
oreign Language Teaching in Illinois, net -ort of
• Fcrslrn Lti. ' t u ^v <%ro»p (C U I Southern
Illinois University, ISS?), p. ?0.
f5?
Ibia.
len . Llj "Foreign Language in the Junior
High School," Blaoanla. 97149, Maroh, 19&4«
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r'-'iio, tol •-» . . oovloa, and ..<- s.
Durlni ro of ox loratlon and • :• . . qh, t
t« oner oontii i? • ..> ever poaalble, in ooo>
!•, 9x0)1 tlons, ran tlanatlono. Also,
the teaohor n -: rious olaaorooa eb^eoto,
n i the studenti for tho oval latrodootlon of
the anitfl to oono. sot .ti varied, rai froa too
. , of the fai I; . ouei Ltb it a rooaa and
furniture an i be ; - plol ling. The introduction
of boh notorial « alwaji oado in context through sentences
•orlbinj t rtioular fubjeot oattor, with nucn ropet-
ition, followed by qoottioni aaing the tana fooaboXary.
orking fro-a the simple and essential vocabularies,
other, more involved topiofl were introduced— iffllao1ti tTOOO,
rioworO| f the . ing. r:.:^ ^.embcre of the class told,
Jhin '. . ; Holts of their fooabol tX , • t they did dur-
.7. This Meant not only a school day, but aloo on
wet a. Dialogues OOTO encourrred. At first, between
teacher an-.1 pupil, later they vore between the popila*
The toaohlfifi situation was alalia* in the eighth
$rr»de. Durlni thia year, mere reading was ondortakon. slao,
6one writing w*s be*mn, at first from ••notation, on3 LatOT a
in dialogue*
In this second yz^r, nors queries *roce regarding
ttoage* Where seventh pr»ders listened end. imitated without
auch tion, the eighth graders wanted to know the reasons
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for the otvnreo in a word or phrase, ^risinf- from this, an
understanding of certain prammaticrl terminolopy beoatae a
part of their knowledge. Helen Krnr>il described this
lcirninf process.
Thus, as the student progresses in the lim^ua^e,
adding to hie fluency and increasing his con^iunia lion
skills, he is indirectly made aware of other aspects
of learning: training in courtesy and kindness, an
reel tion of a.Uitions to our American culture
from other countries, understanding of the dynamic
part he muot piny M «n active member of the class-
room group, and a knowledge of the grama? that lies
behind his newly acquired use of a foreign language. y
The transition from eighth grade to ninth grade woe
made by starting with a thorough review of the eighth-grade
material. The work of the third year had three aspects:
discussion, reading, and writ in . y the ninth grada the
student was ready to be specific, to understr.nl more thor-
oughly what he was learning and what was behind his new
knowledge. The explanations of the teacher, after the forms
had been used and practiced many tiaaa, were in detail with
many examples, tied in with what had Just been read or dis-
cussed*
In order to add Spanish to the Junior-high school
schedule in the Seattle program, a mathematics-maintenance
program was set up for those students who met the requirements
"9Helen M. Kwapil, "Foreign Lans:uaf re in the Junior
High Sohool,* Hjspania . 37:50, March, 1964.
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mid wished to take Spanish. 90 By thin plan, during one
semester in both the seventh and eighth grades, mathematics
was taught only one day a week in the science classes with
science stressed the other four days. During the other
semester a full period of math was taugnt daily. It was
proved by the scores in the city-wide mathematics test
given nvery year that the majority of students in those
Spanish rrours suffered very little or no mathematics loss
during the two-year period. A Spanish gFOttp average, in
fact, was usually higher th> n the city-wide average on the
test.91
The administrative aspect of programming for foreign
lang'uape in the lower Trades (seven through nine) was dif-
ficult. Yet the Seattle schools prided themselves on offer-
ing to the children of the public what the public wanted and
needed. It was the belief in Seattle that the children who
began foreign language at an earlier age had a remarkable
advantage. This was the chance to become truly proficient
in all phases of the language by Starting it at a time when
they were mentally ready to do so. They felt that the for-
eign language classes in hlph school and oollege should
^Helen H. Kwauil, "Foreign Language in the Junior
High Sonool," Hlspanla
,
3?:50, March, 1954.
'^Ibid.
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carry on from where the Junior high schools terminated,
making the language so vital and the knowledge of it go
v luble that the more advanced classes offered at those
levels would be in an much demand as the classes were at
the Junior high level.
Colorado Senior High Schools
Harry Hraohek surveyed Colorado foreign language
programs with the following purposes in mind:
...to observe the methods used in teaching foreign lan-
guage, to learn how students are selected, to compare
the course objectives, ^n>\ to isolate problems which
confront the foreign language teachers, **
To identify the difficulties aasooi ted with foreign language
programs, 103 teaohsrs in Colorado schools were contacted
through a questionnaire, twenty-three schools were visited
and the foreign language teachers in these schools inter-
viewed. The following is a summary of the material ob-
tained.93
Concerning the methods used, the foreign language
programs observed showed considerable variation in the
teaching procedures used. Some teachers employed the old
method— stressing U miwsi , reading M& translation, others
ip
'Harry J. :{rachek, "Foreign Lanpu^es in the Colorado
h Schools,** 'The Modern L^ru'^o Journal
,
45:130, M^roh,
IP61.
93
Ibid.
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preferred the direct method—emphasising conversation, dia-
log t-e, MttOri nation, Ovillt and the use of tapes ana recoros.
Tot *il! teacher* considered theme'elves fully trained for
instruction with the conversational -netnod. In a self-eval-
uation of their abilities to apeak the lefflgaaggj 59 per cent
of the teac'aers rated theiaaelves good, 34 per cent fair, and
7 per cent poor. Less than one-half of one per cent of the
foreign language teachers were born in a country whose lan-
guage they were teaching. A comparison of the teacher 1 s
experiences revealed tfe&f those who had traveled abroad
(36 per cent) had not only increased their knowledge of
the foreign ouetette, but had also improved their conversa-
tional ability.
Witn reference to the selection of students, feeaeher
(satisfaction was expressed 308t often when students were
counseled into foreign languaga classes. In those instances,
the olaaeea 'ere composed of relatively homogeneous £frour;S
of individuals whose abilities to ler.rr,- had already been
proven in other courses and who wore- serious about learning
a foreign lam u>f;e.
^han asked which objectives they considered aost
important in teaching modern forelrn languages to high
school students, the teachers expressed varying opinions.
A comparison of the reactions revealed the following
u
prefjreaoes; first, pronunciation; oecon^, oral coapruhen-
8io»i; fchlrA, fluency in epeeehj fourth, knowledge of voc..-
juj.ttiv ; f^fth, readin* comprehension; Sixth, know*. .• v,e of
*-- 4mm«r; seventh, ability to tranelatej and eighth, written
eoaposltlon.
Two proole.43 ware upneraoat in the minds of the
foreign language teachers. Maintaining student interest at
a level to accomplish maximum learning (taring I f-lvea period
of time was one of these. To observe how teachers maintained
student interest, visits were made to thirty-three classes.
Higher interest was observed in the classrooms where the
teacnere had attractively decorated the oiassrooa walls,
anu used well-prepared and stimulating supplemental teach-
ing material. Interest was also Maintained through the
organization of foreign language clubs, through the foreign
language class participating in the school aasembiy pro-
great, through the utilization of native speakers, end through
club picnics. In addition, many teachers reported Utlng oral
orts, foreign food dinners, movies, special holiday par-
tins, television viewing of foreign language lessons, an^
plays.
Periodic determination of subject matter retention
was anotner area in which teachers were experiencing some
difficulty. Some teachers preferred short daily quizzes,
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otnere favored longer Meekly teats, one trroup of teaouera
li£ea to uaa written tests, another *;rou,r selected oral
examinations. A compilation of ~::a answers on the queetlon-
na±re reflected tne following teacher preference: flret,
Short aneverej second, flotation J third, conversation;
fourth, translation j fifth, multiple oholea; suxtn, etch-
ing; seventh, stai I Used tests; and eighth, true or
f^ls* tests.
In regard to the survey of tns Colorado senior high
eenoois, it was not posaiois to determine, concretely, the
no at effective method of teaching, '.he teachers w:io varied
tneir presentations, drasatiaed the suoject matter, and
employed many methods of testing, enjoyed the moat succesc-
ful teaching experiences. When students were allowed to
register for :,. foreign language course without a prior
de termination of their &oiiity to learn, results were often
dleeouraglng to teachers and students alike. The ourrent
roaoh to language teaching, as ^oaerve^L in this study,
Seeaed to follow the pattern of gaming comprehension and
fluency, developing reading ability, and lastly, having the
students attain an adequate writing proficiency. -"*
rry J. Ifraehek, "Foreign Languages in the
Colorado ., lohools, 1 '.r.s :o;;srn L. :•. | _o Journal . 45;13£,
ran, 1961.
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Summary and Conclusions
Summary
The purpose of thin study w«-.e (1) to trace the dev-
elopment of foreign laflgnagt ororrnms; (8) to determine the
method of tenohinp used; and (3) to review selected MOOB&aVf
school foreign language profpfa if.
Foreign lan K u^gea have always been a part of the
Aaericn secondary school curriculum. The ©m^n^eis plaO04
upon this pro ram has varied throughout the ye^rs. ?he
first aohools, the Latin GNNflRUtiF echools, wphaslsad for-
eign languages • However, by World Way I, lAd for Ban* yuan
thereafter, the foreign language programs in the schools were
neglected, some even discorded. World War II brought p- new
eraphasis to this program and the Statu* of forsirn langoagat
has continued to rise. Today this proyrsm is one of the
most valued in the secondary schools.
In the L^tin Or&mia&r schools en oral or lireot method
of te^ohlnr was used. This method was rap&aaag by the
gram jar-translation method. Modern foreign language! hed
to compete in popularity with the ancient lanruores when
they were first included in the curriculum; thus, the con-
tinued use of the frraai'sar method of instruction. World
r II brought *. ohaag* In the aethod of instruction
in the KTaa of foreign lanpuafea. The method returned to
it oral ro a .. Oenvaraatlonal aoiiitv and i knowledge
. . .3 eulturs of vie specific country bec&ae important
ivaa of tha prograa.
Vae Koyj lork aehoola nave the largaal foreign ian-
rtnant in the United f>tatee. The pPOgraa there
haa inoraaaad in siz.e froa fc^r languaga offering! to nine.
ic . vn $ oral m t qq of teaohlnj • u- been developed.
In-c:rvice training prcrr?"j£ *>re v-rcvlded for the teachers
.
. . ~. . I-., a -rogrRia in Illinois, excluding
tha GhloegO ; i'ea, has been slow in its develi. . Rt. Latin
still la the £ost frequently offered foreign language.
Foreign language teachers often spend more time teaching
ether Butojeoti than the foreign inrit-ruuf.e.
SaattlOj ...n^ten, introduce! ^paniaa into their
ilt- eeheoli in the early 1D508, An oral approach
to this bu ie need* The administrative difficulties
of Lnolti In iticnal subject in the achool curriculum
« well • B ' L .
.
lea o in an example of an area in the process of
ohfnfe. i the old method! and tht new ones are being
used, ,e results of the oral method sees: to have proved
more tatlafaotory, however, and many traditional teachers
are ehanglng to this method.
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Conclusions
It wae concluded from the study of foreign language
programs in the United States secondary schools that foreign
lan^u^ges have always been a part of the secondary school
curriculum.
From the study of periodicals it ape eared th^t the
foreign language programs underwent three phase develop-
ment: first, foreign languages vers required; second,
foreign languages were tolerated; and third, the foreign
lanpuafes were seen to be necessary in the education of
American youth, Latin was the most popular language until
World War II, at which time it was surpassed in popularity
by the modern foreign lanpu^es, that is Spanish, French
and German.
From this study the followinr trends in the methods
employed in teaching foreign languages were evident: the
method originally was an oral one, later developed into a
grammar-translation approach, and then returned to the oral
method. The major implications derived from the study were
thr t the foreign language teachers must have § more exten-
sive and intensive preparation in the or.nl aspects of the
language and in the culture of the specific country than
in previous years. This is necessary to give the student
the training he needs in order to use the language effectively.
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Proa the examination of the selected programs It
vac further concluded thnt the oral qppraOOb le being
developed throughout the country, although ooae areas
are ahead of others in this development. The implications
for future developments seem to be the Improvement of oral
technicues as applied to teaching a foreign language and
the use of modern electronic devices as teaching aids.
I wish to exnreBG ny gratitude
to Dr. C'i riv-i scoolo for hli
rrofesaioriHl guidance and aavice.
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The ' ; *es of tnis study were (1) to tr^ce the dev-
elopment of foreipn l*ngurpe programs; (' ) to determine the
method of teaching ueed, and (3) to review selected eeeond&ry
school foreign language programs.
I procedure employed in this study consisted of an
intensive investigation of the pertinent literature contained
in the Kansas State University library. I review of this
literature revealed %3am% a large number of articles treating
foreign lomtufe progi*atas in the public schools have been
written, vith few exceptions, the KVm&A&lc articles select-
ed for analysis were recent public tions which dated between
the years IQ&& to 1965.
The pertinent literature was orfr-.nised ^coerdin^ to
the specific school programs reviewed, with emphasis being
given to the development and methods of these progress.
^orsipn lsngu&ces have alvys bmn a part of the Amer-
ican secondary school curriculum. The emphasis placed upon
this pvi 'Sftj ftoS, hovever, varied throughout the years.
In the earliest schools the pre r M of forei; *» 1>jj-
got v*** re- uired. The method of tesotilflg was an oral or
direct method. The method changed to grammar-translation
ronch. This latter *r*rroaeh w^s used by the modern for-
eign Iftfftgtt ' f 'es when they were first included in the program.
From the amply 19D0s until World Msjr XI l«n£U,ges were merely
toler tn the schools. Their necessity was questioned and
the result* obtained in the classroom vere not especially
prr- otiot 1. Vforld War II brought rbcut • onnnpe In the methoi
of inr-truation in the area of foreign 1 nguagei. leo, the
Wer showed the necessity for tenoning foreign lamucgea,
eepeci -lly the modern foreign llflgftegM. The method of
Ciiinj returm to the oral appro r»oh« Conversational
ility p.nd knowledge of the culture of the specific
country bee*me the important obj active I of the pronr?ru
The Rev York schools had the largest foreign language
deprrt^fnt in the United States. The modern, era! method of
teaehinp was used <*nd in-service training pro*rr*«e were pro-
vided tor the teachers.
kg foreign Isjipitgl nrograa in Illinois, excluding
the Chicago area, was slow in its development. Latin was
the most frequently offered foreign leBfttsf. For^i r 1 n-
guaf^e te.KOhere oftsn spent mors time te I tlA| other subjects
thf:n the foreign lannii^e.
Seattle, >?ashinf'ton introduced Spanish into their
Junior htgfti schools in the early 1950s. r n or 1 v ro ch
tc this subj ct use used.
lorsdo was *n *r*« in the nrocess of chanre. lk>th
the oil Mnd new methods were used. The results of the or*l
method seemed to prove <uore e&tisf^otory however, sM msny
I it ion. 1 teachers were changing to this method.
Proa the etuay oi foreipn la&feftgf re r ms in the
i*nit*d States secondary I t 11 ml r*i fi r- ign
gu&gee aavs <»iw^ysi wr rl of vie ieeonlnrj school
VMgh trie atuOy of | I the following tr*n<39
in the Bethode M U I foreign 1 •! vere
arved: the aathod ori, U ly v*9 cr;l, bscaae green f
oj i
. .
,
rgturned to the or 3 r< ftfe, The £fv.-l?c nent
nl foreljpi l ge pregy i« has gc ?»t
fire-
t
t
-required; second, tolei ird, -:'.< I MS»
e&? ity. Latin vr:,& the Real alar i Language until
Vorl3 ST II when jpafltill tttrpgjgsjg it in
-V.
Froa the tTStllni tion cf nelsctRd pro, it vaa
•Vld«At tb is or 1 ft hi vaa beinft developed throughout
the country, althougn soae areas Mere ahead of othrre In this
sent. . tlOfll fir fttttn I A I tl ?ftea©&
to N t:it? iaprovssient of or | . uss of Nagftltlg ona" the
use of electro:.. I *viees <*e *©sahing atgg*
m aiojor 1 jylfgi ftp991 thifl study ^ere
that the foreign language '.: HI must s v h war* ^xtnnsive
\ intensive preparation in tht or<i gemots of the 1 ge
ia ftHe culture ui the 9| untry than in previous
y«ar*« This veJ necessary to «;ivo the 9tttdeat the train I:
he M in arda? to use Vn& lai) p effectively.
